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Asa 5515- x security plus license

Cisco ASA's decision was replaced by Cisco Firepower devices. You can read more about Firepower solutions at the FA or visit the Demo stand. READ ALSO: ASA 5500-X Features FirePOWER Services 1. Cisco ASA 5500 Series Platform License This license group belongs to asa5505, ASA5506, ASA5510, ASA512-X and ASA5585-X models. ASA5505 is
the only model that limits the number of users per ITU. The user refers to a user device whose traffic passes through the ASA. There are asa5505 models licensed for up to 10 users (ASA5505-SW-10), up to 50 (ASA5505-SW-50), and no user limit (ASA5505-SW-UL). AsA5505, ASA5506, ASA5510 and ASA5585 have Security Plus licenses that extend
functionality. For ASA5505, Security Plus (ASA5505-SEC-PL): increases the maximum number of VPN sessions from 10 to 50; increases the maximum number of connections through the ITU from 10,000 to 25,000; increases the number of supported VLAN from 3 to 20 and includes the possibility of labelling associations (802.1q); includes the ability to
create error-free configurations (Stateless Active/Standby Failover). For ASA5506, Security Plus (L-ASA5506-SEC-PL): increases the maximum number of ITU connections from 20,000 to 50,000; increases the number of supported Vlans from 5 to 30; includes the creation of error-free configurations (Stateless Active/Standby Failover); Increases the
maximum number of VPNs from 10 to 50; Increases the maximum number of AnyConnect Premium Associates from 2 to 10; includes GTP/GPRS features (no additional license required); botnet traffic filter (no additional license required). ASA5510, Security Plus (L-ASA5510-SEC-PL): increases the the number of connections through the ITU from 50 000 to
130 000; includes the possibility to use 2 ports at 10/100/1000 Mbps (remaining ports 10/100 Mbps); increases the number of supported VLAN from 50 to 100; includes the possibility to use multiple security environments (environments). By default, there are 2 environments, and when you purchase Security Context feature licenses, up to 5. include
active/active and active/standby failover; includes VPN clustering and load balancing. For ASA5512-X, Security Plus (ASA5512-SEC-PL): increases the maximum number of ITU connections from 100,000 to 250,000; increases the number of supported VLAN from 50 to 100; includes the possibility to use multiple security environments (environments). By
default, there are 2 environments, and when you purchase Security Context feature licenses, up to 5. include active/active and active/standby failover; includes VPN clustering and load balancing. For ASA5585-X, the Security Plus (ASA5585-SEC-PL) license includes 10 GB of SFP slots. In our catalog, you can see the Cisco FTD state-of-the-art security
solutions that replaced Cisco ASA. 2. Cisco ASA 5500 Series Botnet Traffic Filter Licenses This license activates botnet traffic filter service, which focuses on identifying bot networks and preventing related attacks. This feature allows you to identify internal computers that have become part of the robotic network. The service principle is based on validation
sessions to compare addresses and domain names with the current dynamic database that stores data from known robotic networks. If an internal computer turns to a known network robot, the ASA warns the administrator and blocks The license exists for all ASA models except the new 5506. For ASA5506, the Botnet traffic filter is activated by a security
plus license. For example, the ASA 5510 requires ASA5510-BOT-1YR. Time-based license for 1 year. To activate the functionality of the license, you must have a license on the ASA that allows you to use persistent 3DES/AES encryption algorithms. A modern Cisco FTD security solution, protection from bot networks implemented by Security Intelligence
and NG IPS. How it works, we say in our demo stand. 3. Cisco ASA 5550 Series Unified Communications Licenses This license allows you to use the following features: Phone proxy; TLS proxy; Presence Federation Proxy. Phone proxy allows you to use the term asa SRTP / TLS session. This technology allows IP phones to create SRTP/TLS tunnels
between a custom phone in a remote location and the ASA firewall installed in the company's office. Phone Proxy technology allows you to secure connections directly between your IP phone and asa, thereby removing the load associated with encryption of the IP ATS as well. This feature also allows you to use a secure connection between your phone and
ASA in case IP ATS does not support encryption functions at all. Phone Proxy works with Cisco UCM IP ATS. Cisco UCM can be configured in mixed or unsecured mode. Regardless of the CUCM mode, remote phones that support encryption can be encrypted in mode. TLS (flag) and SRTP (media data transfer) sessions are used by the ITU Sccp or SIP
signal protocols serve as NAT for packets. If cucm is in unsafe mode, ASA performs the following functions: it converts TLS to TCP, it converts SRTP to RTP. If cucm is in mixed mode and internal infrastructure phones are configured as authenticated, ASA does not convert TLS to TCP, but converts it to RTP. If the CUCM is in mixed mode and the internal
infrastructure phones are configured to encrypt the traffic generated, the TLS connections remain tls, the SRTP connections remain SRTPs. TLS proxy. With end-to-end encryption, where secure connections are established directly between CUCM and the IP phone, the ITU cannot track media and signal traffic, resulting in a partial failure of firewall security
features. TLS proxy allows you to set up ITU intercept and decrypt signal traffic control. After the check, the signal traffic will be encrypted again and sent to the CUCM. Presence Federation Proxy. Performs TLS proxy functions for sessions between Cisco Unified Presence servers and Cisco/Microsoft Presence servers. The purpose of the server data is to
collect and provide information about the current user status (available, no location, etc.). Using ASA as a secure presence federation proxy allows you to scan traffic between the appropriate presence servers and apply security policy rules for SIP sessions between them. Licenses are not dependent on the ASA model and the number of concurrent sessions
(between 24 and 10,000) varies. Keep in mind that all ASA models are limited to possible concurrent TLS sessions. Examples the following: ASA-UC-24, ASA-UC-50, ASA-UC-100, etc. Intercompany Media Engine. There are also IME (Intercompany Media Engine) licenses that provide an option for UC licenses and allow secure communication between
companies or affiliates of an organization using Cisco UCM. The implementation of this technology involves the use of three main components - CUCM, CU-IME server and ITU ASA. This technology allows the ITU dynamic access to make calls between two IP-ATC over the public Internet in case the call is made through TFOP (PSTN). In order to implement
IME technology, the ASA must perform two functions: ticket control; Returns to PSTN. Look at the ticket. IME technology uses tickets and passwords to protect against unauthorized calls. For an unknown company to make Internet calls, you must successfully make an IME Server call from the same company first, but through pstn. After successful
registration, IME Server creates a company description - ticket - that allows you to make calls online. The ticket is created on the IME server and transferred to the ASA. Based on the information in the ticket, the ASA allows or prohibits certain calls over the Internet. The IME server and the ASA provide a common password for asa to receive tickets only from
a trusted IME server. Returns to PSTN. IME technology turns pstn calls back from the Internet based on quality of service. To implement this service, the ITU ASA must monitor RTP traffic and send ime server information to the IME server to determine whether to transfer the call to the PSTN. IME licenses exist all ASA models and come with K8 and K9.
There are no import restrictions for K8 licenses, but the number of simultaneous TLS sessions is limited to 1,000. Examples of licenses are ASA5505-ME-K8, ASA5505-ME-K9, ASA5510-ME-K8, ASA5510-ME-K9, etc. 4. Cisco ASA 5500 FirePOWER Services Since August 2014, SourceFire services on ASA 5500-X firewalls have been available in the form
of virtual panels. In September 2014, according to a report by rating agency NSS Labs, Cisco ASA firewall with firepower services became the best firewall of the new generation (NGFW) among all tested solutions (Palo Alto, Check Point, McAfee, Fortinet, etc.). To start FirePOWER services on the Cisco ASA 5500-X, you must meet the following criteria:
with an SSD on the Cisco ASA. If Cisco ASA is already available, the SSD drive can be ordered by a separate partner, ASA5500X-SSD120. If we're talking about a new purchase, it's more profitable to buy a band, including an SSD disk, such as THE ASA5512-SSD120-K9. It is recommended to buy such a band, even if in the near future you do not plan to
use FirePOWER services. The ASA5506, 5508 and 5516 models are equipped with the default SSD. The ASA software version is 9.2.2. Having SmartNet is the right model that includes FirePOWER services. For example, CON-SNT-A12FPK9. Control license (protection/control/AVC) position This position is free but must be included in the specification. An
example of an account is ASA5512-CTRL-LIC. FirePOWER subscription license. Subscription licenses are available in five combinations: Where is the IPS intrusion prevention system; URL - URL filtering by reputation and site categories; AMP - fight against malicious codes and zero-day threats. Subscription partners: L-ASA5512-TAMC is currently available
for 1 or 3 years. The cost of a three-year subscription is a third less than buying a three-year subscription. If you're using backup devices, you'll need to purchase the same subscriptions as the most important ones. The configuration must be completely identical to the main device. Asa5506, 5508, and 5516 also have five-year subscriptions. FirePOWER
service management systems. At the moment, firePOWER services will be assigned to operate the Defense Center control system. The most affordable option in the form of a virtual machine. The virtual machine can be downloaded free of charge from the cisco.com. however, activation requires a license: FS-VMW-2-SW-K9 2 ASA devices FirePOWER
services FS-VMW-10-SW-K9 10 ASA devices FirePOWER services FS-VMW-SW-K9 with 25 FirePOWER or ASA firepower services as asa5506 models, the 5508 and 5516 law enforcement system Defense Center optional. FirePOWER services can be configured through ASDM for models. A separate Defence Centre is required with certain requirements,
in particular for the construction of reports. Currently there are bandals asa55XX-FPWR-BUN with the appropriate Cisco ASA models. Bandle includes all of the above terms and conditions. In addition, the strap currently consists only of ASA 5500-X K9 (except 5506, 5508 and 5516), i.e. it contains 3DES/AES algorithms in the software. To facilitate the import
of devices into the Russian Federation, it is recommended to order the ASA 5500-X K8 with a disk with an SSD (e.g. ASA5512-SSD120-K8) and pre-order the necessary components separately. The cost of such an order is not the cost of the orchestra. For asa5506, 5508 and 5516 band models, ASA55XX-FPWR-BUN includes both K8 and K9 models
(optional). We remind you that Cisco ASA has been replaced by new, high-performance Cisco FTD devices. 5. Cisco ASA 5500 IPS SSP License For this type of licenses for the time being (2015) announced end times (End-Of-Sale). If you need to run IPS on cisco ASA, it is recommended that you use the appropriate FirePOWER service license (see
paragraph 4 cisco ASA 5500 FirePOWER Services). The following information is historical. IPS - Intrusion Prevention System - Intrusion Prevention System. For previous ASA 5505-5550 models, the appropriate hardware module (AIP SSC-5, AIP SSM-10, AIP SSM-20, AIP SSM-40) had to be installed for functionality. The new model family ASA5500-X
service ips implemented software, does not require the installation of additional hardware module. To access the IPS function on the ITU LINE ASA 5500-X, you can purchase the appropriate strap (ASA5512-IPS-K8, ASA5512-IPS-K9, ASA5525-IPS-K8, etc.) or create an appropriate license for the ASA: L-ASA5512-IPS-SSP L-ASA5515-IPS-SSP LASA5525-IPS-SSP for the IPS system is required for device signing updates. IPS signatures are updated by purchasing a SmartNet service subscription. The ITU ASA 5500-X CX (Next Generation Firewall) service may include next-generation IPS (NG IPS) functionality. To do this, you need to purchase an additional subscription, such as ASA5512-IP3Y
(asa5512's 3-year NG IPS subscription). In addition, the NG IPS subscription is included in the CX subscription bar. Examples of partners: ASA5512-AWI3Y - ASA Cisco AVC, WSE and IPS, 3 years; ASA5515-AWI3Y - ASA 5515-X AVC, WSE and IPS, 3 years. (6) In paragraph 1 Cisco ASA 5500-X Series CX subscriptions and ScanSafe the ISA ASA series
5500-X, i.e. the next generation, deep-based traffic inspection function at the application level, and web security features implemented in part by Scan Safe cloud technology - virus protection and spyware (SpyWare), part asa CX or ASA'FirePOWER - filtering and blocking URL, REputation reputation filtering, filtering, filtering applications. Both asa CX and
FirePOWER service are virtual catwalks in ASA 5500-X firewalls. FirePOWER services are recommended. On the ASA Series 5500, the previous-generation ASA, content security features - Content Security - are implemented by redirecting traffic to CSC-SSM-10 or CSC-SSM-20 modules. The licensing of this feature is announced by Cisco ASA 5500 Series
Content Security Service Licenses 7. ASA CX For the time being (2015), these licenses have announced end dates (End-Of-Sale). If you need to run IPS on cisco ASA, it is recommended that you use the appropriate FirePOWER service license (see paragraph 4 cisco ASA 5500 FirePOWER Services). Information from this part of the ASA CX serves as a
historical reference. To activate the ASA 5500-X series ASA CX function, the following conditions must be met: ASA5500X-SSD120 memory card (flash memory); CX subscription availability. Subscription X is distinguished by ASA models, there are three types: App visibility and control (AVC) - app recognition (to block Bittorrent, Facebook, Skype). Such as
Web Security Essentials - URL filtering and blocking, reputation filtering (according to the senderBase cloud database). For example, ASA5515-WS1Y. AVC and Web Security Essentials are both common features. For example, ASA5515-AW1Y. The subscription may be for one year, three years and five years. You can purchase the strap with the SSD
installed for the CX and a pre-installed license (subscription), such as THE ASA5515-SSD120-K9. The standard ASA 5500-X series can be turned on into the ASA CX replacing the existing SSD with the asa5500X-SSD120 and installed the corresponding subscription. 3DES/AES activation is not required to implement the CX function. Ie, suitable for ASA K8.
The CX function is not compatible with IPS. Next-generation IPS (NG IPS) can be added to the CX function. To do this, you need to purchase an additional subscription, such as ASA5512-IP3Y (asa5512's 3-year NG IPS subscription). In addition, the NG IPS subscription is included in the CX subscription bar. Examples of partners: ASA5512-AWI3Y - ASA
5512-X Cisco AVC, WSE and IPS, 3 years; ASA5515-AWI3Y - ASA 5515-X AVC, WSE and IPS, 3 years. ScanSafe To protect your internal enterprise infrastructure from viruses, ASA5500-X spyware requires you to redirect traffic in detail to the ScanSafe cloud. You do not need to install an additional ASA license to activate this feature. The only condition of
the ASA is the activation of 3DES/AES. The Cloud Web Security site must be licensed - ScanSafe license. The license allows you to obtain authentication keys from ScanSafe that you need to activate on the ASA to register in the ScanSafe cloud. ScanSafe licenses exist in three functions: web management; Web Security Combined Each license type is
distinguished by the number of users and the duration of the license. Permits of one year, three years and five years are possible. Currently, ScanSafe is not included in the GPL. 7. Cisco ASA 5500 series content security feature licenses The information in this section applies only to ASA models in the last generation, which were announced by EOS. The
information from this section serves as a historical reference. The current content filtering features are available on the Cisco FTD. How does cisco FTD solution, tells the story of our demo stand. The content security feature of the ITU ASA 5500 series, i.e. the last generation ASA, can be achieved by installing csc-ssm-10 or CSC-SSM-20 modules. Service
modules provide detailed verification capabilities for ITU transit traffic to protect corporate internal infrastructure from viruses, spyware, and url filtering and blocking features in line with enterprise security policies, anti-spam services, anti-phishing, and content filtering. The ASA 5500 series with CSC-SSM-10 or CSC-SSM-20 requires Contex Security
licenses. These licenses are of three types: The basic licenses have a CSC service module or bandel, which includes this module (e.g. ASA5510-CSC10-K9, ASA5510-CSC20-K9, etc.). Anti-virus protection and spyware protection (SpyWare). The CSC-SSM-10 module contains the basic licenses of 50 users and the CSC-SSM-20 module for 500 users.
Optional licenses (Plus licenses) - these licenses (L-ASA-CSC10-PLUS and L-ASA-CSC20-PLUS) have URL filtering and blocking capabilities, content filtering, anti-spam and User licenses (user licenses) - Extend the functionality of the base license or optional license to a certain number of users. It should be noted that if you already have a basic or optional
license for 50 users, the user license for the 250 users (e.g. L-ASACSC10-USR250) does not add up compared to the previous base. The output provides functionality for 250 users. Cisco recommends that two features for the CSC-SSM service module are most effectively available: software update service and Cisco SMARTnet®. When you purchase the
described licenses, the Software Update service is included in the license price and will work for one year after the license is activated. SMARTnet is not included in the license price and can also be purchased. It should be noted that the presence of SmartNet (unlike the software update service) is not a prerequisite for the CSC-SSM module. To extend the
status of the license, they offer 1- and 2-year upgrades to any combination of basic, optional, and user licenses. 8. Cisco ASA 5500 series security environment service licenses ASA device can be divided into multiple virtual devices called security environments (environments). Each environment seems to have an independent ITU that implements its own
security policy services. ASA 5505 and 5506 do not support security environments. The other base set models (Base License or Security Plus License for ASA5510 and ASA5512-X) are located in two security environments. If necessary, you can purchase a license that increases the Environment. Examples of licenses: ASA5500-SC-5, AsA5500-SC-10,
ASA5500-SC-20, etc. ASA 5520, ASA 5525-X - 20 context; ASA 5540, ASA 5545-X - 50 context; ASA 5550, ASA 5555-X - 100 context; ASA 5550, ASA 5555-X, ASA 5585-X SSP-10 - 100 environments; ASA 5580, ASA 5585-X SSP-20/-40/-60 - 250 context; On Cisco FTD solutions, security environments are supported on FPR 2100 and older devices. 9.
Cisco ASA 5500 Series GTP feature license If necessary through ITU GPRS traffic, you must set up an appropriate check. For GTP customization teams to be available, you must have an ASA5500-GTP license (the same applies to ALL models except ASA5506. For ASA5506, the feature is opened by the Security Plus license for ios 9.3, for ios 9.4 this
feature may not be available). 10. Cisco ASA 5500 Series VPN Licenses ITU supports the following VPNs: SSL VPN; Clientless SSL VPN; IPSec remote access VPN using IKEv1/IKEv2; IPsec site-to-site VPN using IKEv1/IKEv2. The following three types of VPN are included in the base license (base license or Security Plus license) for the appropriate
models: IPSec remote access VPN using IKEv1 IPsec site location VPN using IKEv1/IKEv2 for IPSec remote access using IKEv2, you must have a license or AnyConnect Premium or AnyConnect Essentials (end-of-sale reported by obsolete licenses) or AnyConnect Plus The number of IPSec sessions for each model can be specified in the configuration
guide in the Licensing IPsec VPNs section. At this point (2015), all SSL VPN licenses have been announced as the discontinuing date. These licenses are: SSL User Licenses Advanced Endpoint Evaluation Licenses AnyConnect Essentials VPN VPN Licenses AnyConnect Mobile VPN Licenses Premium Shared VPN Server Licenses and Premium Shared
SSL VPN Participant Licenses FIPS-Compatible VPN Licenses VPN Phone Licenses The new license provides three types: Cisco AnyConnect Plus subscription licenses Cisco AnyConnect The new SSL VPN remote access authorization system is not tied to Cisco ASA devices. You need to purchase licenses for users, not a VPN-based device. Therefore,
the new SSL VPN licensing system - Cisco AnyConnect - is considered for a separate issue, which can be found here. All of the following information about the change in the remote access authorization system is historical. If you need to start a remote access feature, we recommend that you purchase Cisco AnyConnect Plus/Apex licenses under the new
licensing system. 10.1. Cisco ASA 5500 Series SSL VPN Licenses This license group includes SSL Premium user licenses and advanced endpoint evaluation licenses. SSL Premium user licenses for SSL VPN can be of two kinds: Essential and Premium. Basic licenses are relatively inexpensive and necessary to organize remote connections with
anyConnect VPN client. These licenses activate the ability to organize VPN channels for remote connections because the number of competitive VPNs is limited to the capabilities of a specific ASA model (e.g. 250 sessions for THE ASA5510). The main advantage of using SSL AnyConnect VPN compared to IPSec remote access is that it is Cisco
AnyConnect VPN Client software can be downloaded and installed automatically directly from the VPN gateway, which can act as an ASA. TCP Port 443 can also be used for SSL AnyConnect VPN. Premium licenses are much more expensive. The main difference between Essential - licenses of this type allows you to install clientless SSL VPN, ie VPN
tunnels remote connection without using special software - the client. The tunnel in this case is simply installed using a browser. At the same time, access to network resources is limited through such a tunnel. Access can be set up for Web resources, file sharing, and Web-based e-mail. Clientless VPN can be extended in thin client mode, also known as TCP
port forwarding. This mode allows you to use applications that must establish client-to-server connections to known ports. Thin Client mode loads and installs a small Java alet on a custom computer that uses it as a TCP proxy. Applications with thin client connections are mostly e-mail-based (SMTP, POP3, and Internet Map Access Protocol 4). In addition,
TCP applications, such as Citrix Client (rca), terminal servers (rdp), Terminal Servers Vista (rdp2), ssh, telnet, and VNC clients, are activated when you install browser-appropriate snap-ins. Many plug-ins can be downloaded directly to a remote device from ITU ASA. An alternative to plug-ins is SSL VPN smart tunnels, which is an additional customizable
option in Thin Client mode. This technology has a higher and does not require administrative privileges. Premium licenses are no different from ASA models and differ only in number of users: L-ASA-SSL-10, L-ASA-SSL-25, L-ASA-SSL-50, etc. Some additional features and additional licenses can only be used under a premium license. These are:
AnyConnect for Cisco VPN Phone; AnyConnect Premium shared; Cisco Secure Desktop; Advanced endpoint assessment. AnyConnect for Cisco VPN Phone is in paragraph 10.6, AnyConnect Premium Shared - 10.4. Cisco Secure Desktop is a technology that performs certain checks on computers that are attempting to install a remote connection to the
SSL VPN. Asa loads a special HostScan scanning software to a remote host to collect information about the device, such as: the operating system used; The presence or absence of certain files in Windows, regardless of whether certain keys are available in the registry. Availability of some digital certificates Check the host IP address in a certain domain.
Checks will be made to see if you want to allow the remote connection to be scanned to the host. Advanced endpoint evaluation licenses These licenses are used to extend the functionality of Cisco Secure Desktop technology. You can organize updates using HostScan antivirus software, firewall software, or SpyWare protection systems on a remote device.
ASA-ADV-END-SEC licenses are the same for all ASA models. 10.2. AnyConnect Essentials VPN licenses are licensed in section 10.1. Asa model differentiation only: ASA-AC-E-5505, ASA-AC-E-5510, ASA-AC-E-5520, etc. Data licenses for AnyConnect mobile VPN licenses SSL Premium user licenses and AnyConnect Essentials VPN licenses. Allow
remote connections to anyConnect client on mobile devices with Windows, Android, iOS. Asa model differentiation only: ASA-AC-M-5505, ASA-AC-M-5510, ASA-AC-M-5520, etc. Shared licenses for premium shared VPN server licenses and premium shared SSL participant licenses allow you to assign a large number of AnyConnect Premium sessions and
deliver those sessions to the ASA ITU group as needed. However, one (or more, to ensure flexibility) ITU ASA is used as a license server by other ITU ASA licensed participants. Premium shared VPN server licenses can be distinguished by the number of SSL VPN sessions: ASA-VPNS-500, ASA-VPNS-1000, ASA-VPNS-2500, etc. Premium Shared SSL
VPN Participant licenses are differentiateby asa model: ASA-VPNP-5510, ASA-VPNP-5520, ASA-VPNP-5540, etc. 10.5. FIPS-compatible VPN licenses FIPS - Federal information processing standard. FIPS 140-2 is the U.S. government standard for certain crypto module requirements. If a company needs to meet this standard, it uses a specific VPN client
(IPsec) release. In order to use the client to install a remote connection to the ASA, the ITU must activate the appropriate license. Licenses are distinguished by the ASA model: ASA-FPS-CL-5505, ASA-FPS-CL-5510, ASA-FPS-CL-5520, etc. VPN phone licenses along with anyPremium connection, this license allows IP phones with built-in AnyConnect
compatibility to establish connections on the SSL VPN. Licenses are distinguished by the ASA model: ASA-AC-PH-5505, ASA-AC-PH-5510, ASA-AC-PH-5520, etc. 11. Licensing and high availability If the software is up to ASA software v8.3 HA pairing the condition was the exact match of rated licenses on both devices. Since v8.3 v8.3, most licenses have
been duplicated between devices and are complementary. For the ASA5505 and 5510 models, both devices require a Security Plus license because this license includes HA. Copying SSL Essentials and Premium licenses will be between devices. Volume licenses are added up in the Active/Active IF pair. For example, if you have two ASA5510 devices
installed with 100 SSL Premium licenses when they merge into the Active/Active IF pair, we'll bring up 200 concurrent VPN sessions. The total value must not exceed the limit for a particular model. If the total value exceeds the limit (for example, 250 SSL VPN connections are available for ASA5510), the number of connections corresponding to the platform
limit can be used. FirePOWER solutions must purchase the same FirePOWER subscriptions as the most important ones when using FirePOWER solutions. The configuration of the backup devices must also be completely identical to the main device. 12. Time-based licenses In addition to perpetual licenses, time-based licenses can be assigned. For
example, it is possible to purchase a license from Time Limit AnyConnect Premium to meet the need for a certain number of VPN sessions in the short term. In addition, licenses such as Botnet Traffic Filter have a time limit only, can be ordered for 1 year and can be extended to 1 or 2 years. Year.
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